Case 2: CGI Child Porn

Second Life is an online community where members interact with each other through their avatars—they can explore, chat, shop, and have sex. Cybersex is a popular activity in Second Life because members can design their avatars to cater to their particular, even peculiar, sexual desires. And generally no one minds. But in recent years, one form of online sexual role-playing—called “age play”—has drawn attention. Age play involves adult users who create child-like avatars and use them to engage in virtual sex, sometimes with other child-like avatars and sometimes with adult-like avatars. This phenomenon is quite troubling, and some countries have taken steps to criminalize the creation, distribution, and possession of these types of images. In the United States, however, these images are not illegal.

In the United States, virtual sexualized depictions of children are not illegal as long as no actual children are involved. These images, referred to as “virtual child pornography,” must be distinguished from “morphed” images or “pseudo-photographs,” which are digital manipulations of photographs of actual children. These morphed images are illegal because they include actual children as a part of the sexualized image. And even entirely virtual images are illegal if they are considered obscene. The United States Supreme Court has drawn the distinction between virtual and actual (even morphed) sexualized images of children because children are not directly harmed by the virtual images. On the other hand, some argue that the morphed images are more like the virtual images because they are not the product of sexual abuse, as other child pornography necessarily is. Either way, as technology continues to develop, it may become increasingly difficult to distinguish between images that incorporate photographs of real children and images that are entirely virtual.

Many other countries have addressed this problem by criminalizing computer-generated, sexualized images of children. This approach resolves the issue of distinguishing between virtual and actual images, focusing instead on the possibility that these images—whether virtual or real—are detrimental to children. But this approach has also been said to punish “thought crime,” which may be problematic even where the thoughts being regulated are extremely and almost universally offensive.
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